Save the Dates
T.H. Meyer will speak on The Sign of Five - November 10 th and 11th at 7:30 pm:
The Raphael and Greater Washington DC Branches of the Anthroposophical Society
are co-sponsoring two related lectures by T.H. Meyer that will be based on the themes
he covered in in his book The Sign of Five. The lectures are planned for November 10th
and 11th at the Washington Waldorf School at 4800 Sangamore Rd, Bethesda, MD.
The lectures are scheduled for 7:30 pm on both evenings. There will be a suggested
(but not required!) donation of $20 to attend one lecture and $30 to attend both.
On The Sign of Five, the subject of the lectures:
“The world seems to be standing within a demonic storm that threatens to overwhelm
it,” states Thomas Meyer at the outset of his call for wide-ranging, spiritual-scientific
knowledge of the world. Appeals to traditional religious belief will no longer pacify this
storm, nor is “goodwill” enough. “The Sign of Five” tackles the central task of our time—
the struggle with evil—and presents the five most important spiritual events since the
beginning of the Age of Michael:






1879: The rise of the Archangel Michael to the rank of Time Spirit (Archai);
1899: The end of Kali Yuga and the beginning of the Age of Light;
1933: The appearance of Christ in the Etheric;
1998: The assault of Sorath, “one of the greatest ahrimanic demons”;
the pending incarnation of Ahriman.

Within the context of “the sign of five” we stand now at the fifth place—Ahriman’s
pending incarnation.
Brief biography of Thomas H. Meyer:
Thomas H. Meyer was born in Switzerland in1950. He taught at the original Waldorf
School in Stuttgart, Germany for a while, and later was an editor working for the
publishing house at the Goetheanum in Dornach Switzerland. In 1990 he founded
Perseus Publishing (Verlag), Basel, Switzerland. Since 1997 he has been the publisher
and editor of the monthly journal (in German) Der Europaer. In 2016 he launched a
monthly journal in English The Present Age. Learn more about the author and his
publications at http://www.perseus.ch/fremdsprachiges/about-us.
He is the author of many books, several of which have been translated into English and
other languages. These include the definitive biographies of Daniel N. Dunlop and
Ludwig Polzer-Hoditz. Other recent books include The Sign of Five; Milestones; The
Development of Anthroposophy Since Rudolf Steiner’s Death; Representative Men;
When a Stone Begins to Roll; Rudolf Steiner's Core Mission; The Bodhisattva Question;
Clairvoyance and Consciousness; and Reality, Truth and Evil. Mr. Meyer was also the
editor of Light for the New Millennium. He has written numerous articles and gives
seminars, courses and lectures around the world.

